Dror Berkowitz’s diffusion collection for Target is all about collapsibility. An origami-foldable Bistro-like pencil case, a bedside table that folds flat, and this Stock bookcase, a set of nesting tables and a tower of shelves in one, $89.99. www.target.com

Rajboor, a new brand of bedding from New York designer Stephen Burka in collaboration with textile expert Mitus Cink. Destined to use a rare variety of silk—an eco-friendly silk in which the worm is allowed to live a full life after the silk has been extracted from the cocoon. Burka reworked traditional paisley patterns with patchwork, tapestry, and embroidery. (965) 410-4111 or www.rajboor.com

For his first collection with Casa & Gio, Harry Allen stacked crystal blocks to form an abstract vase and assembled them into the shape of the Turkish brand’s earlier mascot, Geo, shown here. www.geogio.com
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